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Virtual Self has tracks with satisfying beats and energetic sound. This EP was produced by Porter Robinson, famous for tracks like “Shelter” and “Sad Machine”. This time, he is switching it up again with the vibes of 90’s and early 2000’s EDM tracks. It includes tracks that can help you chill, like “Ghost Voices” and tracks that should be in the soundtrack for inspirational movies like “EON BREAK”! This EP works well in the morning for energy music, and it also helps me fall asleep. Overall, I would rate this EP at an 8.5/10 for its creativity and versatility. If you like trance, house music, and/or happy hardcore with high notes, I highly recommend this track for you. I have not heard anything like this before, and I mainly listen to electronic music!
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Recommended Tracks:
Particle Arts (3:54)- An uplifting track that will help you start your day with euphoria! 4.5/5
Ghost Voices (4:26)- This song is fun to walk to! It reminds me of tracks by Armin Van Buuren but with more chill over intensity. This is my favorite song in this EP. 5/5
a.i.ngel (Become God) (5:00)- This track is not as easy to dance to when compared to other tracks, but it is something I will listen to when studying. I cannot emphasize in writing how well this song helps you focus on tasks! 3/5
Key (3:32)- If you are not in a good mood, this is the track to listen to! There is nothing bad about it, just an all around positive song with higher notes over the other tracks! 4.5/5
EON BREAK (3:40)- This song feels more fast paced, like a happy hardcore track remixed to the trance genre. 5/5
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- 90's trance [1]
- Chill out House [2]
- euro trance dance [3]
- RPM [4]